From a fountain of concrete shells
...inspiring church design

From the lantern-like tower that floods the main altar with natural light, concrete parabolas spill out in widening rings. The second tier forms a clerestory. In the lower cluster, the arches shelter monastic side altars.

On the interior of this new chapel of the Benedictine Priory, near St. Louis, Missouri, twenty parabolas echo the architectural theme. They rise from the floor to converge at the base of the tower.

Only shell concrete, with its fluid look, could bring such easy grace and modern simplicity to this circular plan which is basically one of the most ancient used for churches.

The best ideas are more exciting in concrete

this Roof System
BELONGS
in "Years Ahead" Planning

THIS SYSTEM NOW RATED
AT TWO HOURS BY
UNDERWRITERS'

It's as up to date as the buildings you are now designing ... as enduring as concrete can be ... as advantageous as precasting is in today's building design. The system is Duwe's — and it has significant advantages in almost any building you design. It is (1) DULITE Roof Slabs laid over (2) Precast Joist. This partnership gives strength and permanence, yet is lightweight, as slab is precast of concrete plus special DuCrete aggregate (lightest and strongest available) while joists are prestressed. If these features — plus TWO-HOUR UNDERWRITERS' LABEL, and insulating and acoustical values, and the resulting savings — are important in your buildings, write or phone for details.

DUWE PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. BOX 1277 ■ PHONE AREA 414 231-3980
OSH KOSH, WISCONSIN
The pre-packaged coal burning unit installation shown above is typical of the savings that resulted when a mid-west dry cleaning plant returned to the use of coal. The owner says, "I have the facts to prove it."

Modern automatic coal burning equipment is available which operates efficiently at high turn down ratios — swinging a light start-stop load to full load in minutes without attention, and yet it is simple and safe in operation.

If you are interested in fuel costs, let us tell you about the new units which combine boiler, stoker, draft fan, bin-to-hopper conveyor and ash handling, in a sparkling clean, no-dirt, no-smoke boiler room. Even the stack extends only a few feet above the roof.

UPPER LAKE DOCKS COAL BUREAU, INC.
Box 1072
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440

6833 West Fond du Lac Ave.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53218
Phone: HOpkins 4-8170
montana
white
travertine

is a distinctive, decorative material quarried in the mountains of Montana. It is an intense white material which lends itself well with any color scheme. The texture and varied shapes will enhance the beauty of the architect's design.

From this same area, we get two other Montana Travertines . . . The Rose Tan and The Coral. Here again the same texture and shapes are available. The Rose Tan is a warm blend of color, basically tan or beige with soft lines of rose. The Coral, on the other hand, is a deep coral-rose shade with the tan or beige lightly running through.

HALQUIST LANNON STONE CO. Sussex, Wisconsin
TELEPHONE HOPKINS 6-6480  Also SUSSEX 246-3520
MEET A. T. KRUEGER, NEW EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE MILWAUKEE AREA BUREAU FOR LATHING AND PLASTERING

Our new Executive Secretary brings to the Bureau an impressive background of 44 years in the construction business. A. T. Krueger is our man in the field to help you with your specification problems. If you have any questions concerning the modern use of plaster, call him.

Specify genuine lath and
PLASTER
it lasts

Milwaukee Area Bureau for Lathing and Plastering
3274 N. 77th St., Milwaukee 22, Wisconsin HI 2-4650

is OIL HEAT in your plans?

Today fuel oil is employed in many revolutionary ways. There's the new Bergan High School in Peoria, Ill., with its oil-fueled on-site power system for heating and power generating, which produces its own electricity at a substantial saving. There are entire subdivisions which draw fuel oil from a central storage area, apartment buildings with central oil-heating systems with new-type individual unit controls, oil-powered turbine installations that convert the waste heat into space heating or air conditioning. These are just a few of the many new fuel oil developments.

FUEL OIL DEALERS of WISCONSIN
The second portion of the stimulating discussion titled Environment, Society, Architecture by Alfred Shaw, FAIA begun in the December WISCONSIN ARCHITECT will be concluded next month.

Newly elected officers of the Wisconsin Chapter, American Institute of Architects, recently met at an Executive Committee meeting. From left to right: Vice-president Mark A. Pfaffer, Secretary-Treasurer Emil Korenic, President Leonard H. Reinke and past President Allen J. Strong.

Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod
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Wisconsin Architect — January, 1964
The architects for the religious headquarters building of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, Von Grossmann, Burroughs and Van Lanen, were presented by the owners with eight basic requirements. Generally they were to design a building that should express its purpose in a simple, dignified manner. Specifically, they were to provide space for the use of a central pool of secretaries to serve the officers in a flexible manner, a basic module for offices to establish equality, a center for reviewing books, slides and films, a large meeting room area for 200 persons, served by a catering kitchen, an important Board room, off-street parking and control of public access.

The jurors of the 1963 Honor Awards Program, Alfred Shaw, FAIA, Harry Weese, FAIA and Ralph Rapson, AIA were impressed. They commented: “Thoughtful and sensitive handling of a special office function. Appropriate character contributes to a semi-religious function. Introverted and quiet. Plan straightforward. Location of Board room at intermediate level gives balance to massing of building, is important to this function, and gives appropriate stature to this part of the plan. Details and structure handled with care and ability. Materials are used with logical economical simplicity. Design of the Cross backs up main structure of the building.”
The site at 8100 W. Capitol Drive in Milwaukee was relatively level. Since most of the commercial structures on this thoroughfare are built close up, the architects purposely placed the building well back to provide a changing vista and a green carpet in front. The lot extends between two streets, so that the building is viewed from four directions. To further compete for identity on this commercial street, it was decided to use simple but meaningful forms. The flat, arched bays have a Gothic form which together with the Cross and slab glass windows of the Board Room suggest a religious use.

To avoid a two story building, which was not compatible with the character desired, and since a basement was not required, the architects decided on a split level arrangement that allowed for one flight of stairs to offices or to assembly. The Board Room was kept at ground level to separate it from office areas and to provide a point of interest for visitors. It was designed as the focal point in the building with slab glass windows providing restrained areas of color.

A landscaped court was created to give added dimension to the Board Room. This court features a metal sculpture as a Memorial to the Pastors and Teachers of the District.

The building construction was originally designed for precast members, but poured concrete which was considerably less costly was finally accepted. The roof of the office portion is of poured concrete, floors are of precast concrete or poured on grade and the Board Room is of wall bearing construction with precast roof.

Dark red-brown brick was used for the exterior. The concrete frame has been painted in a warm white color to accentuate the structure. For continuity, all interior beams and columns are also painted white.

The exterior walls are of solid brick or brick with light weight block back up. The panels of brick in the bays are soldier courses in stack bond. All interior walls are of painted, exposed block. An acoustic plaster ceiling is applied directly to the surface of the concrete roof. All floors are of vinyl on concrete, except for the Board room floor which is carpeted.
If a library is to function as the intellectual resource center of a college, it must afford the student maximum opportunity for individual study and research. To make the Forrest R. Polk Library in Oshkosh such a center, college and library officials instructed their architects, Theodore H. Irion, AIA and Leonard H. Reinke, AIA, to design a building which would give students freedom of movement, space to study, and a maximum of privacy.

The architects were to design a building which ultimately would house 430,000 volumes including the Government Depository, and provide study space for 953 students, satisfying the needs of a projected enrollment of 5,000.

The expected enrollment by 1968 is 3,500 students requiring space for 200,000 volumes and study space for 700.

The main consideration in the design of the building was to place a large working capacity of books readily available to the student body and faculty and to afford a maximum of control of both students and books with a minimum of staff. "The basic elements of the design hinge on this proposition," said the architects.

They succeeded by giving each library department an independent location. In reality, they created a series of small, specialized library units, each readily accessible to the others. Because each collection has its own location, students are dispersed throughout the library according to material being used, which keeps the concentration of students in any one area at numbers conducive to effective study.

A circulation desk on the second floor is a focal point, and a point past which patrons pass on their way to the library's general collections, which are shelved on the second and third floors. Units on the second floor include the card catalog, reading rooms, general reference books, current periodicals, part of the general book collection, a cataloging room, several offices, and the Putney Reading Room, housing a special collection of books on Wisconsin history and of books by Wisconsin authors.

The third floor of the library houses part of the general book collection and back files of periodicals. The remainder of the third floor is occupied by eighty-three study carrels, available to students for private study.

The first floor contains a reserve book room, a special service unit of the library, housing books needed by students to complete special class assignments, two classrooms especially designed for library science courses and several standard class and seminar rooms. These ultimately will be converted into library facilities should the enrollment approach the expected number of 5,000.

The lower level of the building houses the archives of the college, a depository for historical materials of the
Wisconsin State Historical Society and many valuable papers, original documents, records and selected books. This floor is the only restricted area in the entire building.

The basic design is a skeleton construction of reinforced concrete in bays 22'-6" x 27'-0". First and second floor have a clear height of 10'-0". Basement and third floor have a clear height of 8'-0". The total outside dimensions of the building are 164'-0" by 159'-6".

The columns, floors, roof and basement foundation walls are all reinforced concrete. This allows complete flexibility in room arrangement and furniture arrangement. All book stacks and furniture can be moved and relocated as conditions warrant.

The exterior facing materials are brick and stone to harmonize with other campus buildings.

Windows are of aluminum, and of sufficient size to provide adequate light for reading.

A built-up roof was applied, and the foundations are thoroughly waterproofed.

All floors are covered with resilient materials, except the basement which is of concrete.

Interior walls vary in treatment; some are of exposed lightweight concrete block, others are plastered, and some wood paneling is introduced for interest.

Artificial illumination for the most part is fluorescent light. Some incandescent fixtures are installed for atmosphere and special spots.
The Executive Committee of the Wisconsin Chapter, A.I.A. met at the Skygarden, Sheboygan, Wisconsin, on November 8, 1963 with the following present: Allen J. Strang, Leonard H. Reinke, Lawrence E. Bray, Robert C. Cashin, Joseph Durrant, Paul H. Graven, Roger M. Herbst, Emil Korenic, Robert G. Sauter, Al. J. Seitz and A. A. Tanenbaum.

The Sections all reported on current activities. New officers for 1964 have been or will be elected.

The Ruberoid Competition for the Northwestern Depot Site in Milwaukee was discussed at great length. The Ruberoid Company had withdrawn its offer to sponsor such a competition. It was decided that both Representative Henry S. Reuss and the Ruberoid Company will receive the commendation of the Chapter Executive Committee for their efforts to promote this competition.

The usual progress report of the 1964 Convention Committee was heard. Speakers have been accepting the challenge of the convention theme and plans are very much in accordance with the time scheduling.

The by-law changes, preparatory to presentation to the membership at the annual membership meeting, were approved. All members will receive the amendments considerably before the convention. Each will be requested to forward, in writing, any comments on the changes. This will expedite the business session at the convention.

The 1964 Chapter Officers Nominating Committee made its report. By unanimous approval the report was accepted and, again unanimously, the recommended officers were elected. President for 1964 will be Leonard H. Reinke of Oshkosh, Vice-President, Mark A. Pfeller and Secretary-Treasurer will be Emil Korenic, Madison.

The meeting was adjourned at 3:30 p.m.

**PROGRESS REPORT ON THE 15TH ANNUAL CONVENTION**

Mr. Carl W. Condit of Northwestern University will keynote the 1964 Wisconsin Chapter, A.I.A. Convention. Mr. Condit is a historian of building technology and will emphasize the historical and technical aspects of architectural development. The Convention theme, ARCHITECTURE: MEN AND MEANS, will be pace-set by Mr. Condit on Tuesday, April 28, 1964.

Victor Lundy has consented to make his first public appearance in over three years at our 1964 convention. This renowned architect will speak on his architectural concepts. Mr. Lundy, well known for his wood techniques, will apply his vast design experience to the subject of concrete.

Banquet speaker will be Karel Yasko. The eloquent Mr. Yasko will emphasize and expand the scope of the theme.

Many and unique product exhibits are scheduled for the convention. Booths will be staffed with personnel capable of explaining the advance in construction science. These knowledgeable people will be well able to assist you with any difficulties you have experienced.

All additional convention entertainments are progressing well. This will be THE BEST CONVENTION in our history.

Plan to close your office — attend the convention at Lake Lodge, Delavan — April 28 - 30, 1964.

**welcome aboard**

**NEW CORPORATES:**

William L. Guerin
Born — February 19, 1929, Milwaukee
Resides — 11521 North Oriole Lane 20W
Mequon
Firm — Charles H. Harper Associates, Milwaukee
Degree — B. A. University of Minnesota
Joined the Wisconsin Chapter, A.I.A. as a Junior Associate in 1958. Advanced to Corporate from that classification.

Glen H. Scholz
Born — June 1, 1929, Milwaukee
Resides — 4753 No. 71st Street, Milwaukee
Firm — Glen H. Scholz, Architect, Milwaukee
Degree — B.A., Kansas State University
Joined the Wisconsin Chapter, A.I.A. in 1958 as a Associate member and is advancing to Corporate.

**JUNIOR ASSOCIATE**

JOHN T. MAHER
BORN — Milwaukee, February 4, 1940
RESIDES — 3509 W. Chambers Street, Milwaukee
FIRM — Tannenbaum and Koehnen, Milwaukee
DEGREE — B. A. of Arch., University of Illinois
Was a member of the University of Illinois Student Chapter from 1958 to 1963.

**news notes**

The firm of Durrant and Bergquist, Architects and Engineers, of Boscobel, Wisconsin and Dubuque, Iowa has announced the establishment of an additional office at Watertown, Wisconsin. Mr. Jerold W. Dommer, one of the five partners of the firm, will be in charge of the new office.

The office will be completely staffed to provide professional architectural and engineering services and to complement the present established organization in Wisconsin and Iowa.

The partners of Durrant and Bergquist have planned the additional office to accommodate expansion of their growing practice. Operations in the Watertown office will commence January, 1964.

The founder of the original firm, Joseph G. Durrant, A.I.A. started the practice of architecture in Boscobel in 1933 in the Boscobel State Bank Building.

In 1945 the partnership of Durrant and the late Raymond Bergquist was formed and another office was established in Dubuque, Iowa in 1948. The firm continued to expand and increase its area of operation and now consists of five active partners: — Joseph G. Durrant, George E. Deininger, Jerold W. Dommer, Donovan D. Kramer and Gene P. Gordon. All partners are members of the American Institute of Architects and are active in Chapter affairs and committee work.

The staff consists of 35, including registered architects and engineers, graduate architects, designers, and specialists in building programming, equipment and construction. During the past 30 years the firm has been engaged in planning and design of all types of building and has specialized in the design of schools, hospitals, nursing homes and institutional type buildings.

**WISCONSIN CHAPTER AIA HONOR AWARDS PROGRAM 1964 CLOSING**

DATE for all entries is FEBRUARY 14, 1964. All entries must be received not later than that by the Wisconsin Chapter, AIA, 3902 N. Lovers Lane Rd., Milwaukee, Wis. 53222.
NOVOTNY INC.
647 W. Virginia St.
Milwaukee 4, Wis.
A. L. J. C.
BR. 6-1899 — BR. 2-4183

F. H. LAWSON CO.
Medicine Cabinets
Bathroom Accessories

CAPITOL MFG. CO.
Steel Pipe Couplings
Forged Steel Fittings
Insulating Unions
Well Supplies
SANI-DRI CORPORATION
Sani-Dri Hair and Hand Dryers
ROYALITES
Distinctive Wood Door Lites
and Louvres
available now from our
Milwaukee warehouse, 5214 N. 124th St.
phone HO 6-1060

Chadwick MANUFACTURING CO.
TEL: 897-2253
COLEMAN, WISCONSIN . 54112

Ready To Meet Your Needs For
- Custom Fixtures
- Architectural Millwork
- Pre-finished Casework
May We Assist You?
Complete Design & Engineering Staff
35 Years Experience — Modern Plant
With Latest Woodworking And Plastic
Laminating Equipment — Employing
over 100 Men.

BANKS * HOSPITALS * SCHOOLS * DORMITORIES
CHURCHES * RESTAURANTS * LOAN OFFICES
MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
HOTELS * OFFICES
CLINICS * STORES
COCKTAIL LOUNGES

Wisconsin Architects’ Foundation

December 14, 1963

Wisconsin Architects’ Foundation
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is your “Federal Return of Organization Exempt from Income Tax” for your fiscal year ended June 30, 1963.

Your books and records show an increase in assets during the year from $8,900.75 to $10,545.05. Of this latter amount, $8,500 is deposited in various savings and loan associations. Your Board has designated $6,000 of these deposits as a permanent investment and $2,500 as a Scholarship Fund of the Southeastern Wisconsin Division of the Women’s Architectural League.

During this fiscal year, contributions amounted to $2,372.03. Scholarships were awarded in the amount of $1,200, and other grants and awards amounted to $211.55. This information was not verified by audit examination. However, I found nothing which would require me to take exception.

Miss Dorothy Schweitzer is to be commended for her careful and interested management of the Foundation’s affairs.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]

Wisconsin Architects’ Foundation is pleased and grateful to announce the purchases of its 1963 Holiday Greeting Card:

Architects:

John E. Somerville Associates, Inc.; Willis and Lillian Leenhouts; Frederick J. Schweitzer; Joseph G. Durrant; Herbert J. Grassold; Robert W. Kemp; Herbst, Jacoby & Herbst, Inc.; Von Grossman, Burroughs, Van Lanen; Weiler & Strang & Associates; E. F. Klingler & Associates; Howard W. Phillips; Mr. and Mrs. John Messmer; Sheldon Segel; Frank C. Shattuck; Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel W. Sample; Sauter-Seaborn; Cashin, Goodwin & Associates, Inc.; Maynard W. Meyer & Associates; Graven, Kenney & Iverson; Graven; Leif Erikson; Lawrence E. Bray; Mr. and Mrs. Jack R. Kloppenburg; Leonard H. Reinke; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burroughs; Tannenbaum & Koehnen; Schweitzer-Slater Associates; Lefebvre, Wiggins-Lublin, McGaughy; Mr. and Mrs. Fritz von Grossmann; (Dorothy Schweitzer).

Organizations Allied with the Profession:

Daily Reporter; Sheet Metal Workers Intl. Union Local #24; Western Builder Publishing Co.; E. G. Artz, Inc.; Mosaic & Art Glass Studios, Inc.
While it is true that the gross receipts more than covered the expense of this fund-raising project, it was disappointing that such a small percentage of the State membership responded. It is felt that the Corporate members failed to realize the importance of fund-raising to provide the Foundation with money for its dual purpose program of tuition aid and imminent effort to establish a College of Architecture in Wisconsin. For the individual architects and firms, the cards could have served as a fine public relations medium. In the almost universal use of cards at Christmas time a card with a purpose would have served more impressively than a commercial one. Had there been any criticism, but there was none, it would be easier to understand the disappointing acceptance of the card, the print design of which complimented the work of a young Wisconsin artist.

Contributions
As of December 15th, the following contributions in relation to this fundraising project had been made. As more contributions had been promised for later in the month, this list and its additions will be published in the February issue.

Architects:
Eschweiler, Eschweiler & Sielaff
Harry Bogner

Organizations Allied with the Profession:
Daily Reporter; Sheet Metal Workers Intl. Union #24;
Milwaukee Area Bureau for Lathing & Plastering, Inc.
Please note there are repetitions under Organizations Allied in both the card purchase list and the contributions.
To Daily Reporter and the Sheet Metal Workers Local #24 we owe our special thanks. It should be mentioned also that the Daily Reporter and Western Builder in its publications were generous in publicity for the Foundation.

Survey
The Foundation has just completed a survey of the 54 accredited colleges of architecture in the United States to determine the number of Wisconsin students currently obtaining architectural training out-of-state because Wisconsin has no college of architecture. The purpose was to provide tangible evidence for the necessity of a college in Wisconsin, and to effect liaison with the students and the Wisconsin Chapter A.I.A., the latter facet of the survey having had the encouragement of former Chapter President Allen Strang. It was surprising to discover that more than 150 Wisconsin students of architecture are enrolled out-of-state. To this amount could be added a countless number of potential students who gave up the idea of a professional education because of the excessive cost of matriculating out-of-state.

THIS IS WHY THE FOUNDATION NEEDS YOUR HELP!

Wisconsin Architects' Foundation
4685 N. Wilshire Road
Milwaukee 11, Wis. Woodruff 2,5844

RUSCO WINDOWS

THE LAKE SUMMIT APARTMENT, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Architect and Engineer: M. B. Coifman & Associates
General Contractor: Wellston Company
Rusco Windows: Series 261, Horizontal Sliding Windows, Self-storing Storms and Screens with Exterior 18 Gauge Sills... color, Epoxy-Resin Bronze No. 406

PERMANENTLY BEAUTIFUL!

ARWIN/RUSCO
Live Catalog Window Service
MILWAUKEE 16 • UP 1-8040
MADISON 5 • CE 8-3213
GREEN BAY 2 • 432-3324
(VON HADEN SUPPLY CO.)
Materialite - Lightweight ConcreteAggregate

A high quality expanded shale lightweight concrete aggregate manufactured by a scientifically controlled process. The exclusive non-porous, sealed surfaces achieve maximum cement utilization, providing the ultimate in strength and dimensional stability.

"A unique feature of Carson Pirie Scott's Circular Restaurant building at O'Hare International Airport is its 190-foot diameter suspended roof," stated Sherwin Asrow, C. F. Murphy structural engineer, in a recent A.S.C.E. paper. "Requirements of high strength, low weight and a high modulus of elasticity dictated the use of light-weight concrete for cable encasements and precast 5000 psi roof slabs. In construction, pretensioned steel cables supported approximately two thousand roof slabs, which were preloaded prior to pouring the encasements. Necessary rigidity was achieved when pre-load removal brought the entire roof into compression."

Materialite was the lightweight concrete used. Why not investigate Materialite for your next project?